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A B S T R A C T

Carbon-metal oxide (CMO) nanocomposites have seen increasing research due to their extraordinary properties
for energy storage materials and photocatalysts. Flame aerosol synthesis provides a promising route to
producing CMO nanocomposites. Various CMO nanocomposites have been successfully synthesized through
flame aerosol techniques in laboratories. However, a detailed understanding of the formation and growth
mechanisms of such materials is lacking. Therefore, in this study, the reactive force-field molecular dynamics
(ReaxFF MD) was deployed to gain atomic insights into the initial stage of carbon coating on the titania
nanoparticle. We performed a large number of simulations of carbon coating with 18 typical hydrocarbon
species in flames including aliphatics of C1–C4 species and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) at
temperatures ranging from 400K to 2500K. We found that the titania nanoparticle can not only serve as a
nucleus for physical adsorption of the surrounding hydrocarbons, but also can form C–Ti/O bonds with them,
and abstract H atoms from the surrounding hydrocarbons. The optimal temperature range for carbon coating
is 𝑇 ≤ 1200K, because C–Ti/O bonds are unstable at higher temperatures. At 𝑇 ≥ 1500K, hydrocarbons tend
to gather to form larger carbonaceous species instead of coating onto the particle surface, as the formation
of C–C bonds is promoted at high temperatures. Small aliphatics are favored to be chemically coated on the
particle, while PAH molecules tend to be physically absorbed on the nanoparticle surface due to their stable
electronic structure and large size. Coating tendencies of aliphatics are closely related to the number of C–C
triple bonds.
1. Introduction

Carbon-metal oxide (CMO) nanocomposites have drawn increas-
ing attention of researchers and industries due to their extraordinary
properties for energy storage materials and photocatalysts [1]. As
one of the most important energy storage techniques, the lithium-
ion battery (LIB) has seen intense research efforts in recent years
aimed at better electrochemical performance, higher stability and lower
cost [2]. For example, although LIB with LiCoO2 (LCO) cathode and
graphite anode has been commercialized in 1991, attempts to find
more cost-effectively and environmental-friendly electrode materials
have never ceased [2]. Transition metal oxides such as MnOx , CoOx ,
NiOx , FeOx , etc., appear to be promising anode materials for LIB due
to their high lithium storage capacity, low cost and low toxicity [3,4].
However, large volume change of the transition metal oxides during
the Li-ion insertion/extraction process results in electrode pulverization
and rapid capacity fade, which significantly impedes their practical
applications [5–7]. As for alternative cathode materials, LiFePO4 is of
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great potential because it is cheap and environmentally benign, and
shows a high cycle stability as well [8,9]. Nonetheless, the low electric
conductivity of LiFePO4 limits its application. Fortunately, previous
studies have suggested that the aforementioned limitations of the two
electrode materials can be effectively addressed by coating a layer
of carbon materials, due to the good electronic conductivity of the
carbon layer [10–13]. In addition, the coated layer can also buffer
the volume change during Li-ion insertion/extraction. Besides electrode
materials, carbon coating of the photocatalyst anatase type TiO2 has
been found to give many advantages including stable crystal phase,
high photocatalytic activity under visible light irradiation, and strong
adsorptivity. Therefore, carbon-coated TiO2 can be applied to oxidize
different organic contaminants in water [14,15]. Other practical usages
of carbon-coated TiO2 includes precursors for TiC, gray pigments,
etc [16–19].
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Typically, CMO products are produced by separate synthesis of
the metal oxide and carbon particles followed by cumbersome pow-
der mixing [1,19]. In contrast, gas-phase synthesis route like flame
aerosol synthesis offers an alternative bottom-up route for these prod-
ucts in a single-step, continuous, and scalable way, which prevails
over the wet chemistry and solid processing approaches [19–22]. This
approach has been commercialized in simple nanomaterials like carbon
black, titania (TiO2), and silica (SiO2) [23,24], and is now inno-
vating towards synthesizing complex nanocomposites. So far various
CMO nanocomposites such as C-coating SiO2 [25], C-coating TiO2 [19,
26], and C-coating LiFePO4 nanoparticles [11] have been successfully
synthesized using flame aerosol technology in laboratories. These pi-
oneering studies have shown that the fuel-oxidant equivalence ratio
and metal precursor concentration can affect the morphology of the
synthesized CMO, thus making it possible to actively control the core
size of metal oxides and the carbonaceous layer thickness by adjusting
certain flame parameters [11,19,26,27]. This is of vital importance in
optimizing the performance of carbon-coated nanoparticles for differ-
ent application scenarios via changing/controlling the layer thickness,
and/or the crystal phase of the metal oxides [13,15,28]. To enable
tailoring the morphology of the gas-phase-synthesized CMO particles, a
better understanding towards the detailed formation and growth mech-
anisms of CMO is required. Kammler and Pratsinis [19] conducted a
pioneering study on the concurrent synthesis of titania-carbon nanopar-
ticles using a diffusion flame aerosol reactor for combustion of titanium
tetraisopropoxide (TTIP, Ti(OC3H7)4) and acetylene (C2H2). Graphitic
layered carbon-coated titania particles, pure carbon particles, and non-
coated titania particles were observed at various fuel flow rates. Waser
et al. [11] achieved continuous flame synthesis of core–shell LiFePO4-
carbon nanoparticles in an enclosed flame spray pyrolysis reactor. By
changing the fuel-oxidant equivalence ratio, different product morphol-
ogy, i.e., the LiFePO4-C core–shell structure and segregated LiFePO4
and acetylene carbon black particles were obtained. More recently, Ren
et al. [26] investigated the formation mechanism of the core–shell
titania-carbon nanocomposites in a well-defined counterflow burner
using an in-situ laser diagnostic method and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) of synthesized nanocomposites. Their experimental
results show that the synthesis of CMO nanocomposites includes two
sequential stages: (1) the metal oxides form and grow in the oxidizer
side of the diffusion flame sheet; (2) the nanoparticles are coated with
carbonaceous species in the fuel-rich zone. Based on the understanding,
independent active control of the core size and coating layer thickness
was then achieved. However, in these previous experimental studies,
a convincing model describing the coating process is lacking. It is
unclear whether the metal oxide nanoparticles serve solely as nuclei
for physical condensation of carbonaceous species or they can also form
chemical bonds with the adsorbed carbonaceous species.

Since the onset of the carbon coating process in flames can be
extremely fast, it is difficult to investigate the initial coating process
based merely on experimental instruments. The frequently used trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) technique is helpful in revealing the
morphology of the flame synthesized CMO nanocomposites [11,19,25–
27]. However, this ex-situ technique is unable to capture the dynamic
process of how carbonaceous materials are coated on metal oxide
nanoparticles in flames. In principle, the in-situ laser diagnostic method
can be applied to measure the growth process of CMO nanocomposites
in flames, but in reality, it is very challenging to quantify particle prop-
erties such as volume fraction using the laser-induced incandescence
(LII) signal [26,29]. Crucially, the physical and chemical mechanisms
of coating of the carbonaceous species onto metal oxide particles are
hard to separate through experimental observations. As complements
to current experimental techniques, some state-of-the-art simulation
approaches may be employed to explore the carbon coating process in
flames and provide atomic insights. The reactive force-field molecular
dynamics (ReaxFF MD) serves as a bridge between quantum mechan-
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ics (QM) and classical non-reactive MD [30]. ReaxFF MD has QM’s
capability for simulating bond breaking and forming, thus chemical
reactions, while it has an affordable computational cost comparable
to that of the classical MD. It allows for simulation of the dynamic
evolution of a system of ∼104 atoms for tens of nanoseconds involving
chemical reactions in routine studies. Ab initio molecular dynamics
(AIMD) can also simulate chemical reactions with good accuracy in
computing potential energy surfaces. However, the high computational
cost of AIMD restricts routine simulations to ∼102 atoms and ∼10−2 −
10−1 nanoseconds [31,32], which is insufficient to capture the carbon
coating process in terms of system sizes and time scales. Therefore,
ReaxFF MD as a powerful computational tool has already been ex-
tensively applied to simulate a variety of physicochemical processes
in flames [33–37]. For instance, we have previously elucidated the
inception mechanism of TTIP precursor converting to Ti-containing
clusters in the context of flame-synthesized nanomaterials using ReaxFF
MD simulations [37]. Regarding the carbon coating process, Hong and
van Duin [38] developed a ReaxFF force field for Al/C interactions,
based on which the mechanism of different carbonaceous precursors
coating on aluminum nanoparticles was studied. However, to the best
of the authors’ knowledge, the detailed mechanism of carbonaceous
species coating on metal oxide nanoparticles has not been reported
in the literature. Therefore, in this work, we investigate the interac-
tion mechanism of hydrocarbon species with a titania nanoparticle
using ReaxFF MD simulations in the context of flame-synthesized func-
tional nanomaterials. Meanwhile, the coating tendencies of various
hydrocarbons on a titania nanoparticle are compared and the optimal
temperature range of carbon coating is identified.

2. Simulation methods

2.1. Ti/C/H/O ReaxFF force field

ReaxFF is a general bond-order-dependent force field that enables
the description of bond dissociation and bond formation. In ReaxFF
MD simulations, bond orders are directly calculated between all pairs
of atoms from their interatomic distances at every iteration, making
a smooth transition between the non-bonded states and single, double
or triple bonded states possible, leading to the simulation of chemical
reactions properly. The total energy in ReaxFF is described by the
following energy terms:

𝐸system = 𝐸bond + 𝐸lp + 𝐸over + 𝐸under + 𝐸val + 𝐸pen + 𝐸coa + 𝐸C2

+𝐸triple + 𝐸tors + 𝐸conj + 𝐸Hbond + 𝐸vdWaals + 𝐸Coulomb
(1)

The energy of the system (𝐸system) includes both bonded and non-
bonded interactions. Bonded interactions are bond-order dependent, in-
cluding the bond energy (𝐸bond), lone pair energy (𝐸lp),
over-coordination energy (𝐸over), under coordination energy (𝐸under),
valence-angle energy (𝐸val), penalty energy (𝐸pen), three-body conjuga-
tion energy (𝐸coa), torsion-angle energy (𝐸tors), four-body conjugation
energy (𝐸conj), hydrogen bond energy (𝐸Hbond), C2 energy correction
(𝐸C2), and triple bond energy correction (𝐸triple). Non-bonded interac-
tions including van der Waals energy (𝐸vdWaals) and Coulomb energy
(𝐸Coulomb) are calculated between each pair of atoms in the system.
Besides 𝐸bond, 𝐸over , 𝐸angle, 𝐸tors, 𝐸vdWaals, and 𝐸Coulomb, other terms
in Eq. (1) are system specific — they will be included only when
they are necessary to capture properties particular to the system of
interest [30]. Atomic charges are derived from an electronegativity
equalization method (EEM) [39] with a shielding term to prevent
excessive short-range interactions. Details about the full function forms
of the ReaxFF method can be found in Refs. [30,40,41]. In this work,
we used the parameters of the Ti/C/H/O ReaxFF force field provided in
Ref. [42] to perform reactive MD simulations. This Ti/C/H/O ReaxFF
is developed by enriching the training set of the well-trained Ti/O/H
interactions [43,44] with additional density functional theory (DFT)
data on Ti-C bond dissociations, C–Ti-C/O angle descriptions, and the

energy of condensed phases [45,46]. The original Ti/O/H force field
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has been shown to successfully describe the interaction of water with
different oriented TiO2 surfaces [43,47,48]. By introducing interaction
between C and Ti/O/H, the newly developed Ti/C/H/O force field has
been widely used to investigate systems related to MXene materials
(Ti3C2Tx , Tx : -O, -OH, and/or -F) in various situations, including
solutions [42,45,46,49], surface reactions [50], thermal decomposition
and oxidation [51,52], as well as derivations for some fundamental
mechanical properties [53,54]. These successful implementations of the
Ti/C/O/H force field in previous ReaxFF MD studies demonstrate its ca-
pability of describing systems governed by Ti/C/O/H interactions in a
broad temperature range from room temperature to 3000K. Therefore,
we employed this Ti/C/O/H ReaxFF to simulate the process of carbon
coating on TiO2 nanoparticles in the context of flame aerosol synthesis,
aiming at providing atomic insights into the growth mechanism of
carbonaceous materials on TiO2 nanoparticle surface.

.2. Simulation setup

The prototype of the ReaxFF MD simulations in present work comes
rom our recent experimental study [26], in which carbon coated
itania nanoparticles were synthesized in a well-defined counter-flow
urner, with ethylene (C2H4) being the fuel as well as the carbon source
or coating, and titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP, Ti(C3H7O)4) being

the precursor for titania nanoparticles. Figure 1(a) illustrates the initial
configuration for simulating hydrocarbon species coating on a titania
nanoparticle. The size of the simulation box is 100 × 100 × 100 Å3.
The diameter of the titania nanoparticle is around 3 nm and is placed
at the center of the simulation box. The initial configuration of the
surrounding hydrocarbon species is generated by randomly packing 𝑛
CmHn molecules/radicals in the region outside the nanoparticle and
inside the simulation box using the PACKMOL software [55]. To gen-
erate the initial atom coordinates of the titania nanoparticle, we first
cut out a 3 nm spherical nanoparticle from the bulk anatase material,
and then performed equilibration on this structure at 𝑇 = 1800K
for > 2 ns. We chose 1800K because it is the maximum temperature
on the oxidizer side of the counterflow flame in Ren et al. [26]’s
experiments when they synthesized carbon-coated TiO2 nanoparticles,
and TiO2 nanoparticles were generated in the oxidizer side of the
counterflow flame with titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP) being the
precursor. Three structures after 2 ns equilibration at 1800K have been
selected as the initial configurations (configurations at 2000, 2010, and
2020 ps) for C coating simulation. Note that at 1800K, a small number
of O2 molecules were released from the titania nanoparticle during the
equilibration, leading to an O/Ti ratio (Ti420O728) smaller than 2. The
desorption of O2 is caused by the lower chemical potential of oxygen
in the gas phase than that in the metal oxide phase. The desorption of
O2 in an oxygen-deficient condition is not only a natural process but
also in accordance with experimental conditions [56–58]. In order to
investigate the effect of different O/Ti ratios of the titania nanoparticle
on carbon coating, we also equilibrated the 3 nm titania nanoparticle
at two lower temperatures – 1200K and 1500K for 2 ns after it is cut
out from the bulk anatase material, so as to obtain titania nanoparticles
with different O/Ti ratios. Higher temperature can promote O2 desorp-
tion, hence resulting in titania nanoparticles with lower O/Ti ratios.
Ti420O814 was obtained after equilibration at 1200K and Ti420O776 at
1500K. Then 600 C4H2 molecules were simulated to coat on three
titania nanoparticles with different O/Ti ratios at 800K. Results show
that the initial O/Ti ratio has a slight influence on the chemisorption
of hydrocarbons on the titania nanoparticle surface, while its influence
on the physical adsorption can be ignored. More detailed results and
discussion can be found in the Supporting Information (SI).

Selection of the hydrocarbon species surrounding the titania
nanoparticle to perform the carbon coating simulation is not trivial.
Based on existing experimental studies, it is only aware that hydrocar-
bon fuels are the source of carbon element when carbon-coated metal
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oxide nanoparticles are synthesized through flame reactors [11,19,26].
However, numerous intermediate species CmHn can be involved in the
pyrolysis of hydrocarbon fuels, and it is highly likely that they exhibit
different propensities upon coating on the surface of a metal oxide
nanoparticle. Appreciable efforts have been made by experimentalists
in detecting and identifying key intermediates species in flames [59],
facilitated by a series of advanced experimental instruments such as
gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) [60,61] and laser-
induced fluorescence (LIF) [62]. As one of the most studied fuels in the
combustion community, C2H4 flames have a great deal of experimental
data on chemical speciation obtained from different burner configu-
rations under various temperature and pressure conditions. In such
flames, small hydrocarbon species including methane (CH4), acetylene
(C2H2), C2H4, propargyl (C3H3), diacetylene (C4H2), vinylacetylene
(C4H4), 1,3-butadiene (C4H6) are generally reported as major inter-
mediate species [60,61,63]. In addition to experimental data, we also
carried out ReaxFF MD simulations on pyrolysis of C2H4 to identify
the key intermediate species from the modeling point of view. Details
of the C2H4 pyrolysis simulation can be found in SI, where the tem-
poral evolution of the number of C1–C4 molecules/radicals during the
pyrolysis simulation is plotted in Fig. S3. On the basis of the available
experimental data and MD simulation results on C2H4 pyrolysis, we
selected 12 typical C1–C4 small hydrocarbon species to investigate
their coating behaviors on a titania nanoparticle, as shown in Cases 1,
2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 1(a). Besides aliphatic species, polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) also play an important role as key intermedi-
ates during pyrolysis and fuel-rich combustion of hydrocarbon fuels,
because they are generally believed to be the major precursors of
soot [64]. Therefore, Cases 5(a), 5(b), 6, 7(a), 7(b), and 8 are designed
to examine the coating properties of six PAH molecules/radicals from
one aromatic ring (benzene (C6H6)) to ten aromatic rings (ovalene
(C32H14)), in accordance with the common size range for aromatic
species reported by experimental measurements [65]. Molecular struc-
tures of the aliphatic species containing four carbon atoms (C4 species)
and the aromatic species are provided in Fig. 1(c). In order to make
comparison of the tendency of coating on the titania nanoparticle
among different hydrocarbon species, the total number of C atoms in
the surrounding hydrocarbons is kept the same, i.e., 2400, in all ten
cases. To explore the effect of temperature, for each of the ten cases, we
performed carbon coating simulations at seven different temperatures,
namely 400K, 800K, 1200K, 1500K, 1800K, 2000K, and 2500K, which
cover the temperature range in common flame aerosol synthesis.

ReaxFF MD simulations in this work are performed using the Large-
scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) pack-
age [66] implemented with reax/c [41,67]. For each case, we start the
simulation with potential energy minimization using the conjugated
gradient (CG) algorithm to eliminate possible irrational initial geome-
tries, which may be induced by assembling the titania nanoparticle
with the surrounding CmHn species. Then the canonical ensemble (NVT)
is employed to simulate the carbon coating process. Nosé–Hoover
thermostat with a damping constant 10 fs is used to control the system
temperature at the desired value. The total simulation time of carbon
coating lasts for 2 ns with a 0.1 fs time step. Snapshots are prepared by
Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) software [68] and OVITO [69]. To
indicate the statistical noise of the MD simulation results, three replica
simulations with different initial configurations for some of the typical
cases at various temperatures were performed, including Cases 1, 2,
3, 4, and 6 at 800K; Case 7b at 1200K; Case 4 at 2000K; Case 7a at
2500K. The initial configurations for these replica simulations are built
by assembling the three titania nanoparticles of different initial config-
urations with surrounding hydrocarbons at different initial positions.
For other simulation conditions, we generated one trajectory instead of
three to reduce the huge computational cost (e.g., the performance of
600 C4 species coating on a 3 nm titania nanoparticle at 2000K is 0.492
ns/day on 128 cores). Detailed simulation results of the three replica
runs, together with the averaged results and the standard deviations
have been listed in Tables S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5 in the Supporting

Information (SI).
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the initial simulation configuration for carbon coating on a 3 nm titania nanoparticle (a); Composition of surrounding CmHn species for different simulation
cases. Light blue region denotes short-chain aliphatic species, while light yellow region denotes polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) species. The black dot indicates the species
is a radical (b); Molecular structure for C4H2, C4H3, C4H4, C4H5, C4H6 and PAH species (c). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 2. Illustration of the approach to differentiating between physically coated carbon atoms and chemically coated carbon atoms. The snapshot of 600 C4 molecules/radicals
(Case 4 in Fig. 1(b)) coating on the 3 nm titania nanoparticle (Ti420O728) at 2 ns, 𝑇 = 800K is taken as the example.
2.3. Identification of the coating mechanism — physical coating versus
chemical coating

To quantitatively compare the carbon coating outcome with dif-
ferent hydrocarbon species at different temperatures, we tracked the
number of C atoms that are coated on the titania nanoparticle (𝑛C,coat)
during each simulation. The total 𝑛C,coat on the particle at a certain time
is taken as the number of C atoms contained in the largest cluster (in
terms of the total number of atoms in a cluster) within the simulation
box, which can be determined by performing cluster analysis with a
predefined atomic distance cutoff 𝑑c. Any two atoms with a distance
between them less than 𝑑c are considered to belong to one cluster.
Our previous work has shown that 2.4Å is a proper cutoff to identify
whether an oxygen atom is coordinated to a titanium atom in a titania
nanoparticle [70,71], thus, 𝑑c = 2.4Å is chosen to perform the cluster
analysis. Take 600 C4 molecules/radicals coating on a 3 nm titania
nanoparticle (Case 4 in Fig. 1(b)) as an example. Figure 2 illustrates the
snapshot after carbon coating at 800K for 2 ns. Cluster analysis shows
that the largest cluster contains 1760 atoms in total and 337 of them
are C atoms, which indicates that 337 carbon atoms are coated on the
titania nanoparticle at 2 ns.

As mentioned earlier in Section 2.1, ReaxFF depends on the bond-
order description so it can describe bond formation and dissociation
between any two atoms. Therefore, we are able to further examine if
the coated carbon atom is formed through chemical bonds or physical
interactions (i.e., van der Waals attraction). During the simulation, we
used a bond-order cutoff 𝑏c = 0.3 for species identification, which is
a commonly used value based on experience and recommendation of
many previous studies [37,72–76]. With 𝑏c = 0.3, the largest species is
recognized as Ti O C H . The number of carbon atoms in this
192

420 719 269 210
largest species, i.e., 269, is regarded as the number of carbon atoms
coated on the titania nanoparticle surface due to chemical interactions,
that is, there are C–Ti or C–O bonds between the coated CmHn species
and the titania nanoparticle surface. The number of C atoms that
are physically coated on the particle (68) can then be calculated by
subtracting the number of chemically coated C atoms (269) from the
total number of coated C atoms (337). In this way, we managed to
quantitatively describe the carbon coating outcome as well as compare
the relative contribution of physical attraction and chemical bond
formation to carbon coating.

3. Results and discussions

We first examine the dynamic process of carbon coating in Sec-
tion 3.1. The coating tendencies in a wide range of temperatures
and carbonaceous species types are summarized and compared in
Section 3.2. For Cases 1–4 in Fig. 1(b), the coating tendencies among
various carbonaceous species with the same number of C atoms are
further compared in Section 3.3. Finally, the inception process of hydro-
carbon species away from the central titania nanoparticle is examined
in Section 3.4.

3.1. Dynamic process of carbon coating

Take 600 C4 molecules/radicals (120 C4H2 + 120 C4H3 + 120 C4H4
+ 120 C4H5 + 120 C4H6, Case 4 in Fig. 1(b)) coating on the titania
nanoparticle as an example. Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of
the number of C atoms coated (𝑛C,coat) on the titania nanoparticle at
800K during 2 ns. According to Fig. 3, the coating process reaches an
equilibrium state after ∼1 ns, as the total number of coated C atoms
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Fig. 3. The number of C atoms coated on a 3 nm titania nanoparticle (Ti420O728) versus time. The coating temperature is 800K and the surrounding hydrocarbons are 600 C4
molecules/radicals (120 C4H2 + 120 C4H3 + 120 C4H4 + 120 C4H5 + 120 C4H6, Case 4 in Fig. 1(b)).‘‘tot’’ represents the total number of coated C atoms. ‘‘phys’’ represents coated
C atoms due to physical adsorption while ‘‘chem’’ represents coated C atoms by chemical adsorption. The presented curves represent the averaged values of three replica runs with
different initial configurations. Uncertainties in the simulation results are determined as the standard deviation of three replica runs and are illustrated by the semi-transparent
area around the curve.
Fig. 4. The number of total (black solid line with circles) and chemically coated (red dashed line with triangles) C atoms (a); and the number of C–Ti, C–O and O–H bonds
(b) versus temperature for 600 C4 molecules/radicals (120 C4H2 + 120 C4H3 + 120 C4H4 + 120 C4H5 + 120 C4H6, Case 4 in Fig. 1(b)) coating on a 3 nm titania nanoparticle
(Ti420O728) in 2 ns. At each temperature, 𝑛C,coat is obtained by averaging the simulation results during 1950–2000 ps for each simulation condition. Error bars of 𝑛C,coat and 𝑛b at
800K are plotted based on the standard deviation of three replica runs with different initial configurations.
,

hardly changes with time after 1 ns. The blue-dashed line indicates that
physical coating of C atoms reaches equilibrium in a much shorter
period of time, i.e., in ∼150 ps, while chemical coating of C atoms
does not achieve equilibrium until 1 ns. Approximately 350 C atoms are
coated on the titania nanoparticle in 1 ns, and most of them are coated
through chemical adsorption, with only ∼80 C atoms being physically
adsorbed onto the nanoparticle. Our simulation results suggest that
for 600 C4 molecules/radicals coating on the titania nanoparticle at
800K, the amounts of physical interactions are much less than those of
chemical interactions. This is because some of the C4 species such as
C4H2 are highly reactive, and can form chemical bonds with the titania
nanoparticle surface easily at 800K, which will be discussed in more
detail (see Fig. 5). In addition, C4 species do not have large molecular
weights, which leads to physical interactions insignificant compared
with the chemical interactions.

Figure 4 shows the simulation results of 600 C4 molecules/radicals
coating on the titania nanoparticle at different temperatures. In Fig. 4(a)
the number of coated C atoms (𝑛C,coat) at each temperature is obtained
by averaging the simulation results during 1950–2000 ps. Since carbon
coating reaches an equilibrium state after ∼1 ns (as illustrated by Fig. 3),
the averaged simulation results during 1950–2000 ps can reflect the
carbon coating outcome at an equilibrium state. According to Fig. 4(a),
the total 𝑛C,coat (denoted by the black solid line) decreases drastically
with increasing temperature. The number of chemically coated C atoms
begins to decrease rapidly when the temperature becomes higher
193
than 800K, while 𝑛C,coat at 400K is close to the value at 800K. At
temperatures higher than 1500K, C atoms can hardly coat on the titania
nanoparticle, as marked by the yellow region in Fig. 4. The number
of C–Ti bonds and C–O bonds are further tracked to examine the
chemical adsorption in detail. In Fig. 4(b), the number of bonds (𝑛b) at
each temperature is also obtained by averaging the simulation results
during 1950–2000 ps. Figure 4(b) suggests that the formation of C–Ti
bonds is most favorable at the lowest temperature being simulated,
i.e., 400K, while the number of C–O bonds achieves its maximum at
a slightly higher temperature – 800K. For temperatures higher than
800K, both C–Ti bonds and C–O bonds reduce with temperature. When
temperatures increase beyond 1800K, there are almost no C–Ti bonds
or C–O bonds left, which echos the results in Fig. 4(a) suggesting the
number of chemically coated C atoms is nearly 0. The number of O–H
bonds at different temperatures during carbon coating is also shown
in Fig. 4, which is less temperature-dependent compared with C–Ti
or C–O bonds. The observed O–H bond formation suggests that the
titania nanoparticle can abstract a certain amount of H atoms from the
surrounding hydrocarbons across a wide temperature range, which can
promote the formation of carbonaceous clusters from the hydrocarbon
molecule/radicals, as will be shown in Section 3.4.

Figure 5(a) shows the morphology of the titania nanoparticle after
2 ns coating with 600 C4 molecules/radicals at 800K. Typical newly
formed C–Ti and C–O bonds near the nanoparticle surface during the
coating process are illustrated in Fig. 5(b), (c), and (d). Fig. 5(b)
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Fig. 5. (a) Illustration of the chemical bonds formed after 600 C4 molecules/radicals coating on a 3 nm titania nanoparticle (Ti420O728) at 800K (120 C4H2 + 120 C4H3 + 120
C4H4 + 120 C4H5 + 120 C4H6, Case 4 in Fig. 1(b)) for 2 ns; (b), (c) and (d) are snapshots obtained by zooming in local regions of the particle surface to demonstrate the newly
formed bonds during carbon coating. (b) shows two C–Ti bonds formed between one C4H2 molecule and two Ti atoms on the particle surface; (c) shows one C–Ti bond and one
C–O bond formed between one C4H2 molecule and the particle surface; (d) shows dangling C–Ti bonds or C–O bonds formed between hydrocarbon species and the particle surface.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 6. Snapshots of 100 A7 molecules (a) and 100 A7 radicals (b) coating on a 3 nm titania nanoparticle (Ti420O728) at 1200K for 2 ns, respectively. C atoms forming C–Ti bonds
or C–O bonds with surface Ti/O atoms are highlighted as yellow spheres; while other C atoms and H atoms are shown by lines for clarity. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
shows one C4H2 molecule forming two C–Ti bonds with the titania
nanoparticle surface, while Fig. 5(c) shows one C4H2 molecule forming
one C–Ti bond and one C–O bond with the nanoparticle surface. This
suggests that the two carbon atoms at both ends of a C4H2 molecule
are highly reactive and they tend to form C–Ti/O bonds with surface
Ti or O atoms. Since two bonds are formed between the C4H2 molecule
and the nanoparticle surface in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), the C4H2 molecule
clings to the surface of the nanoparticle tightly. By contrast, Fig. 5(d)
demonstrates another kind of bonding type, where one C4 species only
forms one C–Ti or C–O bond with the nanoparticle surface, resulting in
the dangling C–Ti or C–O bonds. Note that although species other than
C4H2 have been observed to chemically coat on the titania nanoparticle
surface, C4H2 is the dominant species in the carbonaceous shell enclos-
ing the particle. The competition among different aliphatic species with
the same number of C atoms coating on the titania nanoparticle will be
discussed in further detail in Section 3.3.

Figure 6 further illustrates the morphology of the carbon-coated ti-
tania nanoparticle after 2 ns coating with 100 surrounding A7 molecules
(100 C24H12, Case 7a in Fig. 1(b)) or radicals (100 C24H11, Case 7b in
Fig. 1(b)). Instead of being parallel to the nanoparticle surface, most
A7 molecules/radicals tend to be perpendicular to the surface of the
titania nanoparticle. Since A7 radicals are born with a reactive 𝜎-radical
site, their chemisorption on the particle surface is much easier than its
counterpart — stable A7 molecules. As shown in Fig. 6, only three C–Ti
bonds and one C–O bond are formed between A7 molecules and the
titania nanoparticle surface. By contrast, 12 C–Ti bonds and 16 C–O
bonds are formed between A7 radicals and the titania nanoparticle.
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3.2. Carbon coating versus hydrocarbon species size and temperature

To clarify the coating tendencies of different hydrocarbon species
at various temperatures, we summarized the number of physically
and chemically coated C atoms in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively.
The number of coated carbon atoms (𝑛C,coat in each cell) is obtained
by averaging the simulation results during 1950–2000 ps. Figure 7(a)
suggests that physical coating is dominated at low temperatures for
large CmHn species, while Fig. 7(b) shows chemical coating has no
general preference in the size of hydrocarbon species. Compared with
the short chain C1–C4 aliphatic species, PAH molecules such as benzene
(A1), coronene (A7), and ovalene (A10) do not tend to chemically
coat on the particle surface at 𝑇 < 1200K, due to the fact that PAH
molecules are rather stable and not reactive enough. If the surrounding
hydrocarbons are PAH radicals rather than PAH molecules, the number
of chemically coated C atoms increases significantly, see e.g., A1 radical
and A7 radical coating at 400, 800 and 1200K in Fig. 7(b). However,
it is noteworthy that the number of chemically coated C atoms of A4
coating on the titania nanoparticle at 800K is abnormally larger than
that of the other three PAH molecules, i.e., A1, A7, and A10 coating on
the titania nanoparticle at 800K. We performed three replica runs with
different initial configurations for A4 coating on the titania nanopar-
ticle at 800K, suggesting that the abnormally large chemical 𝑛C,coat is
less likely to be caused by the random error. Detailed simulation results
of the three replica runs can be found in Table S2 in the Supporting
Information. Figure 7(b) also suggests that high temperatures (𝑇 ≥
1500K) can prevent carbon atoms from being chemically coated on
the titania nanoparticle surface regardless of size of the hydrocarbon
species.

To compare whether the hydrocarbons prefer to be chemisorbed
on the surface Ti-atomic sites or on the surface O-atomic sites, we
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Fig. 7. The number of physically (a) and chemically (b) coated C atoms on a 3 nm titania nanoparticle (Ti420O728) with different surrounding hydrocarbons at various temperatures.
𝑛C,coat in each cell is obtained by averaging the simulation results during 1950–2000 ps under corresponding simulation condition. For easy comparison, the cells are colored in
blue–white–red scale based on the value of 𝑛C,coat — The darker the red, the larger the 𝑛C,coat ; while the darker the blue, the smaller the 𝑛C,coat ; white color represents 𝑛C,coat in
between. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
tracked the time evolution of the number of C–Ti bonds (𝑛b,C−Ti) and
the number of C–O bonds (𝑛b,C−O) throughout the carbon coating
simulation. 𝑛b,C−Ti and 𝑛b,C−O for all different hydrocarbon species
at temperatures from 400K to 2500K are summarized in Fig. 8(a)
and Fig. 8(b), respectively. 𝑛b,C−Ti and 𝑛b,C−O in each cell in Fig. 8
are obtained by averaging the simulation results during 1950–2000 ps.
Figure 8 indicates that neither C–Ti bonds nor C–O bonds prefer to form
at temperatures higher than 1500K, which is consistent with the results
in Fig. 7(b); While at 𝑇 ≤ 1500K, in general, the C–Ti bond is easier
to form than the C–O bond. Figure 8 also shows that aliphatic species
containing 1–4 C atoms form more C–Ti and C–O bonds comparing
with PAH species. For coated C1–C4 species, Fig. 8(a) shows that the
most favorable temperature for the formation of C–Ti bond is close to
400K, while the formation of C–O bonds favors a higher temperature
of approximately 800K. Compared with those C1–C4 aliphatic species,
PAH molecules are too stable to form C–Ti bond or C–O bond with the
titania nanoparticle. In order to be chemisorbed on the surface Ti/O
atomic sites, one H atom on the edge of the PAH molecule has to be
abstracted first to form a reactive C site. In contrast, PAH radicals can
form a considerable number of C–Ti or C–O bonds with the titania
nanoparticle surface, suggesting that the barrier for chemisorption of
PAH molecules is the generation of the reactive C sites.

3.3. Coating tendency comparison of aliphatic hydrocarbons

To obtain coating tendencies of the C1–C4 aliphatic hydrocarbons,
the coating process of a mixture of C1, C2, C3 and C4 gaseous species
(as listed in Fig. 1(b)) onto the titania nanoparticle is simulated. A
mixture of CmHn species is selected to mimic the gaseous species
in typical flame environments. Besides, this approach allows us to
examine the coating tendencies of aliphatic species with different C/H
ratios by tracking the origin of carbon atoms coated on the titania
nanoparticle. The origin of C source, i.e., the contribution of each
hydrocarbon species to the C-coating layer, can be difficult to track
through experiments, yet such information can be easily identified
based on atom identifiers during MD simulations.

Figure 9(a) shows the temporal evolution of the number of C atoms
coated on the titania nanoparticle at 800K with 1200 C2 species (400
C H + 400 C H + 400 C H , Case 2 in Fig. 1(b)). The coated C atoms
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2 2 2 3 2 4
are classified into three groups according to their origins from the
three surrounding C2 species, i.e., C2H2, C2H3, and C2H4. As illustrated
in Fig. 9(a), most of C atoms consisting of the carbon layer come
from C2H2, suggesting that C2H2 is more easily to be chemisorbed
on the titania nanoparticle surface compared with C2H3 and C2H4.
It is noteworthy that although C2H2 as a molecule does not have
any unpaired electron, it has a higher coating tendency than C2H3
as a radical. Among the three C2 species, C2H4 has the least coating
capability, which is reasonable as C2H4 is the most stable species.
Based on the results in Fig. 9(a), we suspect that the C–C triple bond
in a hydrocarbon species may correspond to a higher carbon coating
tendency. This inference is supported by the simulation results of Case
4, i.e., 600 C4 species (120 C4H2 + 120 C4H3 + 120 C4H4 + 120
C4H5 + 120 C4H6) coating on the titania nanoparticle. As suggested
by Fig. 9(b), the C4H2 molecule, which has two C–C triple bonds,
owns the highest coating capability, followed by C4H3 radical and C4H4
molecule, which have one C–C triple bond; The C4H5 radical and C4H6
molecule, which do not have C–C triple bond, have the least coating
capability. Such finding can be a helpful guide on choosing proper car-
bon precursors when synthesizing carbon coated titania nanoparticles
by flame aerosol technology, although more experimental data in future
studies are desired to verify our simulation results.

3.4. Inception of hydrocarbon species

For a complex system containing both titania nanoparticles and
hydrocarbon species, CmHn may coat on the surface of metal oxide
nanoparticle, as we have illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6, however, it is
also possible that CmHn molecules/radicals themselves gather together
forming larger carbonaceous clusters [11,19], which is similar to the
inception of soot under fuel-rich flame conditions. To quantitatively
characterize the formation and growth of carbonaceous clusters away
from the titania nanoparticle surface, temporal evolutions of the follow-
ing two properties are tracked. The first one is the number of C atoms
in the largest hydrocarbon species, denoted as 𝑛C,max. Since the growth
of hydrocarbon species is accompanied by the formation of C–C bonds,
𝑛C,max corresponds to the clustering tendency of hydrocarbon species.
The total number of C atoms in all carbonaceous clusters is also tracked,
so as to take all other carbonaceous clusters into account besides the
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Fig. 8. The number of C–Ti bonds (a) and C–O bonds (b) formed after different hydrocarbon species coating on a 3 nm titania nanoparticle (Ti420O728) at various temperatures for
2 ns. The number of bonds (𝑛b) in each cell is obtained by averaging the simulation results during 1950–2000 ps under corresponding simulation condition. For easy comparison,
the cells are colored in blue–white–red scale based on the value of 𝑛b — The darker the red, the larger the 𝑛b; While the darker the blue, the smaller the 𝑛b; White color represents
𝑛b in between. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 9. The number of C atoms coated on a 3 nm titania nanoparticle (Ti420O728) originating from different surrounding hydrocarbon species: (a) C2H2, C2H3, C2H4 (Case 2 in
Fig. 1(b)); and (b) C4H2, C4H3, C4H4, C4H5, C4H6 (Case 4 in Fig. 1(b)) at 800K versus time. The presented curves represent the averaged values of three replica runs with different
initial configurations. Uncertainties in the simulation results are determined as the standard deviation of three replica runs and are illustrated by the semi-transparent area around
the curve.
largest one. A carbonaceous cluster is defined if it is larger than the
dimer of the initial hydrocarbon molecules. For example, if initially the
titania nanoparticle is surrounded by 600 C4 molecules/radicals (Case
4 in Fig. 1(b)), then throughout the 2 ns coating simulation, any CmHnOl
species with 𝑚 ≥ 8(= 2 × 4) is regarded as a carbonaceous cluster. This
is equivalent to taking species larger than the size of a dimer of the
initial hydrocarbon species as a carbonaceous cluster. In forming such
a carbonaceous cluster, at least one C–C bond is formed between two
hydrocarbon monomers.

Figure 10(a) illustrates the temporal evolution of the number of C
atoms in the largest hydrocarbon species, i.e., 𝑛C,max, during 600 C4
species coating on the 3 nm titania nanoparticle (Case 4 in Fig. 1(b))
at various temperatures. According to Fig. 10(a), at 400K, 𝑛C,max = 4
throughout the 2 ns simulation, indicating no C–C bond formation. In
fact, Fig. 10(a) suggests that C–C bond hardly forms at 𝑇 ≤ 1200K
while a moderate number of C–C bonds has formed at 1500–1800K,
where the largest hydrocarbon species contains ∼30 carbon atoms,
corresponding to about 8 monomers. By contrast, C–C bond formation
is significantly promoted at temperatures higher than 2000K. At 2500K,
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the largest hydrocarbon species almost contains 100 C atoms. The
total number of C atoms in carbonaceous clusters in Fig. 10(b) further
supports the conclusion that C–C bond formation is promoted with
increasing temperature. Both Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) indicate C–C bond
tends to form at 𝑇 ≥ 1500K, which however, is outside the optimal
temperature range (𝑇 ≤ 1200K) for carbon to be coated on the titania
nanoparticle as has been determined in Section 3.2 (see e.g., Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8). This indicates that high temperatures (𝑇 ≥ 1500K) promote
the formation and growth of larger hydrocarbon species, yet they can
hardly coat on the titania nanoparticle at such high temperatures.

Similar temperature dependency of the formation and growth of
carbonaceous clusters has been found for carbon coating with all other
hydrocarbon species. The number of C atoms in carbonaceous clusters
(𝑛C,cluster) outside the C-coating layer with various initial hydrocarbon
species at different temperatures is shown in Fig. 11. 𝑛C,cluster in each
cell shown in Fig. 11 is obtained by averaging the results during 1950–
2000 ps. Figure 11 shows that opposite to the temperature dependency
of the carbon coating process, carbonaceous clusters tend to form at
high temperatures, i.e., 𝑇 ≥ 1500K, regardless of the initial hydrocar-

bon species. This could possibly explain the relatively thin thickness of
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Fig. 10. The number of carbon atoms in the largest hydrocarbon species (a); and the total number of C atoms in carbonaceous clusters (i.e., CmHnOl (𝑚 ≥ 8) species) (b) versus
time during 600 C4 molecules/radicals coating on a 3 nm titania nanoparticle (Ti420O728) at various temperatures. For 𝑇 = 2000K, the presented curves represent the averaged
values of three replica runs with different initial configurations. Uncertainties in the simulation results are determined as the standard deviation of three replica runs and are
illustrated by the semi-transparent area around the curve.
Fig. 11. The total number of carbon atoms in carbonaceous clusters (𝑛C,cluster ) after different hydrocarbon species coating on a 3 nm titania nanoparticle (Ti420O728) at various
temperatures for 2 ns. The number of C atoms in carbonaceous clusters (𝑛C,cluster in each cell is obtained by averaging the simulation results during 1950–2000 ps) under corresponding
simulation conditions. For easy comparison, the cells are colored in blue–white–red scale based on the value of 𝑛C,cluster — The darker the red, the larger the 𝑛C,cluster ; While the
darker the blue, the smaller the 𝑛C,cluster ; White color represents 𝑛C,cluster in between. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
the carbon coating layer of the carbon coated titania nanocomposite
obtained by flame aerosol synthesis [19,26].

4. Conclusions

In this study, we performed ReaxFF MD simulations to provide
atomic insights into the initial stage of carbon coating on the nanopar-
ticle in the context of gas-phase synthesized functional nanomateri-
als. Eighteen typical hydrocarbon species in flames, including chain
aliphatic species with 1–4 C atoms and aromatic species with 1–10
aromatic rings were selected as carbon source for coating and their
coating performance on a 3 nm titania nanoparticle was simulated for
2 ns under different temperatures ranging from 400K to 2500K. Main
conclusions drawn from this work can be summarized as follows:

(1) During the process of hydrocarbon species coating on a titania
nanoparticle in flames, the titania nanoparticle serves not only as a
nucleus for physical condensation of surrounding CmHn species, but
also participates in chemical reactions. The surface Ti/O atoms of the
titania nanoparticle can form C–Ti and C–O bonds with the hydrocar-
bon species attached to the nanoparticle surface. Besides, O atoms on
the surface of the titania nanoparticle can abstract H atoms from the
surrounding hydrocarbon species.

(2) The optimal temperature range for carbon coating is 𝑇 ≤
1200K, as both C–Ti bonds and C–O bonds become unstable at higher
temperatures. In contrast, at temperatures higher than 1500K, instead
of coating on the surface of the titania nanoparticle, the hydrocarbon
species tend to gather themselves to form larger carbonaceous species,
because the formation of C–C bonds is significantly promoted at such
high temperatures.

(3) During flame aerosol synthesis of carbon coated titania
nanocomposites where the hydrocarbon fuel serves as the carbon
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source, a carbon coating mechanism is proposed based on our sim-
ulation results as follows: Small aliphatic species coat on the titania
nanoparticle surface by forming C–Ti or C–O bonds with nanoparticle,
while PAH species attach to particle surface mainly through physical
adsorption. Although PAH radicals can also chemically bond onto
the titania nanoparticle surface, physical adsorption on the titania
nanoparticle surface is considered to be the major coating routes for
PAH species, since the concentrations of PAH radicals are generally
much smaller than those of PAH molecules.

(4) Coating tendency of chain aliphatic species is found to be
closely related to the number of carbon–carbon triple bonds in a certain
species. The more the number of C–C triple bonds a species has, the
more readily it can be coated on the titania nanoparticle surface.
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